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Abstract

Data gathering systems are an important class of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). As the goals of such systems are long lifetime, high reliability, and unattended operation, efficient use of limited energy is crucial. This paper presents Bailigh, a low power cross-layer protocol designed for low rate periodic data collection. Bailigh schedules the network to wake up at regular intervals for brief periods of data collection. To achieve this Bailigh integrates synchronous low power listening and network level scheduling. The proposed synchronous low power listening technique mitigates clock drift with low overhead and reduces unnecessary radio usage. Integrated scheduling enables staggered communication, which effectively reduces collisions and increases delivery rate. We use simulations to compare the proposed approach with a non cross-layer approach. Results show an average duty cycle of 0.1% and delivery rate of 95%. With duty cycle 8.7 times lower than LPL, Bailigh offers network lifetime of 5.8 years.

1. Introduction

Data gathering has received significant attention as a Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) application. The promise of cheap sensors deployed at large scale, enabling precise observations, is attractive in areas such as microclimatic research [1], habitat monitoring [2], and precision agriculture [3]. WSN nodes are autonomous devices equipped with a microcontroller, sensors, and a short range radio. In data gathering applications WSNs deliver sensor measurements to a central sink node for further processing. Although various methods of energy harvesting have been proposed, so far a battery is the most common method of powering nodes. Often nodes are deployed in remote and harsh locations, where replacing battery is difficult if not impossible. Therefore, reducing energy consumption in order to extend network operation time is of significant importance. Of all node components the radio is the main power consumer [4]. Moreover, the energy of transmitting useful data is only a fraction of the overall radio power consumption [5]. Precious energy is wasted on idle listening, collisions, overhearing, and in control overhead [6].

In this paper, we present Bailigh a low power cross-layer data gathering protocol. The proposed protocol is designed for low rate periodic data collection, i.e., the time between consecutive data collects, ranges from minutes to tens of minutes. Bailigh schedules network activity using the data collection period as an explicit protocol parameter. Between data collects network activity is stopped. To achieve this, Bailigh integrates two components: Synchronous Low Power Listening (S-LPL) and network level scheduling. S-LPL is a low power, one-hop communication technique, which does not require maintaining time synchronization. It depends on knowledge of the communication period. This information is determined by the network schedule. Bailigh uses a staggered schedule, where nodes’ communication time depends on the data collection period and on a nodes distance from the sink. Each parent node assigns individual communication slots to its children. Bailigh constructs a distributed TDMA schedule based on S-LPL, which reduces collisions and increases delivery rate. In a network of 50 nodes with collection period of five minutes the average duty cycle is 0.11%. Assuming as a power source two AA batteries with capacity of 2700 mAh each, this network is able to operate for 5.8 years. Compared to 1.26
year lifetime of the same network under LPL, Bailigh improves deployment lifetime by 4.6 times.

2. Related work

From the research on energy efficient communication in Wireless Sensor Networks two important approaches have emerged: scheduling and low power listening. Scheduling is a synchronous approach to communication, which reduces idle listening by ensuring that sender and receiver wake up at the same time. In S-MAC [6] and T-MAC [7] nodes form clusters which use the same schedule. The network can be partitioned in multiple clusters and nodes within a cluster are synchronized by one node (cluster head) by means of periodically broadcasted synchronization packet. Scheduling eliminates idle listening but requires maintaining time synchronization or introducing a guard time. This is necessary because nodes’ clock exhibit certain drift. This increases control overhead and limits the energy efficiency.

Low Power Listening (LPL) presented in B-MAC [8] and WiseMAC [9] is an asynchronous approach, which uses periodic channel polling to minimize idle listening. Each node periodically checks channel for activity. Once activity is detected the node keeps the radio on to receive incoming packet. This approach does not require a sender and a receiver to be synchronized, instead a long preamble is used to wake up the destined node. LPL suffers from the overhearing problem, because long preamble cause nodes which are not intended for reception to wakeup. Improvements in form of synchronized polling [10] and using a trail of packets as a preamble [11] were proposed.

Synchronous Low Power Listening, proposed in this paper is a one hop communication technique, that combines LPL with scheduling: it schedules receiver and sender communication time and enables LPL for a very brief period of time.

Protocols which focus specifically on continuous data gathering include FPS [12] and Dozer [13]. In FPS [12] a parent node is responsible for scheduling its children, thus the pairwise communication is contention free. However, collisions are possible due to transmissions between other nodes in the tree, FPS handles this using CSMA. FPS requires global and fine grained time synchronization for its operation, due to common schedule and short slots. Dozer [13] uses local schedules and pairwise time synchronization. Each parent schedules its children and schedules between different levels are not synchronized. Beacons are used to maintain time synchronization. Alignment of schedules is solved by introducing a variable random period between consecutive synchronization beacons.

Unlike, Bailigh does not maintain synchronization between data collects. This allows for a significant reduction in network activity. Bailigh schedules the whole network to send the data during very brief collection periods. Bailigh uses a staggered schedule as originally proposed in DMAC [14]. However, in DMAC nodes do not have individual transmission slots as in Bailigh. Moreover the authors do not discuss how the tree depth necessary to construct the schedule is shared among nodes in the network, which is addressed in Bailigh. The proposed protocol uses a cross-layer approach previously proposed in [15] and [16], but focuses on low data rate applications.

3. Bailigh Overview

Bailigh achieves low power operation because the network is active only for brief periods of time. The rate of data collection is determined by a global parameter - the data collection period. For a typical monitoring application the data collection period ranges from minutes to tens of minutes. Note that the data collection period does not determine how often sensor samples are taken. It is possible that several samples are delivered in one data collect. For example, sensors may be sampled every minute, but collection takes place every ten minutes. Bailigh integrates two techniques which allow intermittent operation: S-LPL and network scheduling.

S-LPL is a synchronous, low power, one-hop, communication technique. It depends on both sender and receiver knowing the time of next communication. During communication, the sender synchronizes its clock to the receiver. In S-LPL, the receiver is responsible for mitigating clock drift. The receiver extends its clock to the receiver. S-LPL is used to reduce the energy consumption. This is important since the extended listening period is significant when communication periods are long. S-LPL does not require the maintenance of time synchronization (e.g., sending periodic synchronization beacons) and makes intermittent operation possible.

Waking up nodes at the same time to send data may lead to packet storms. Packet storms cause high contention and negatively affect packet delivery rate. In Bailigh, these issues are resolved by introducing network level scheduling. Bailigh creates a staggered schedule. In this schedule, the moment of communication between nodes depends on their level in tree. At
a given time only two levels of the tree communicate. To avoid collisions between nodes at the same level, a parent node assigns individual time slots to its children. The network schedule depends on S-LPL, because the length of each slot is determined by the receiver’s extended listening period.

For tasks which cannot be handled with scheduled traffic (e.g., creating and updating network topology), Bailigh uses maintenance mode. In this mode, nodes use unscheduled and asynchronous communication. The maintenance mode is used on network bootstrap and afterwards is executed periodically to update the network topology.

4. Synchronous LPL

The efficiency of radio communications can be assessed by considering the Duty Cycle (DC) (1), the ratio between the radio active time and total operation time. The radio is active during packet transmission, reception, channel polling and channel clear assessment.

\[
DC_{\text{active}} = DC_{\text{rx}} + DC_{\text{tx}} + DC_{\text{poll}} + DC_{\text{cca}} \tag{1}
\]

If not active the radio is in a sleep mode, therefore:

\[
DC_{\text{sleep}} = 1 - DC_{\text{active}}
\]

Energy consumption per second an be calculated by multiplying duty cycle of each state by corresponding power consumption (2).

\[
E = E_{tx} + E_{rx} + E_{\text{poll}} + E_{\text{cca}} + E_{\text{sleep}}
= P_{tx} \cdot DC_{\text{tx}} + P_{rx} \cdot DC_{\text{rx}} + P_{\text{poll}} \cdot DC_{\text{poll}}
= P_{\text{cca}} \cdot DC_{\text{cca}} + P_{\text{sleep}} \cdot DC_{\text{sleep}}
\tag{2}
\]

The amount of time spend by the radio in each state depends on the protocol communication scheme. To compare the proposed approach with LPL we analyze combined duty cycle of receiver and sender in one-hop scenario. In LPL (Figure 1) the receiver periodically turns off the radio and checks the channel for activity by performing Clear Channel Assasment (CCA). This process is called channel polling. The duty cycle of channel polling (3) depends on time required to perform channel check \(t_{\text{poll}}\) and polling period \(T_{\text{poll}}\) i.e. interval between consecutive checks.

\[
DC_{\text{poll}} = \frac{T_{\text{cp}} \cdot t_{\text{poll}}}{T_{\text{poll}} \cdot T_{\text{cp}}} \cdot \frac{1}{T_{\text{cp}}} \tag{3}
\]

Once the receiver detects channel activity it stays on listening to receive a packet. The duty cycle of reception (4) includes time required to receive the packet \(t_{\text{pkt}}\) and preamble. Because the sender and the receiver are not synchronized, on average, half of the preamble will be received. We exclude time required to poll the channel since it was included in polling duty cycle calculations.

\[
DC_{\text{rx}} = \frac{0.5T_{\text{poll}} + t_{\text{pkt}} - t_{\text{poll}}}{T_{\text{cp}}} \tag{4}
\]

In order to wake up a receiver, the sender must first send a preamble which is as long as channel polling period \(T_{\text{poll}}\) plus the time required to poll the channel. Only after that a packet of length \(t_{\text{pkt}}\) can be send. Before initiating the sender checks the channel for activity in order to avoid collision with ongoing transmission. The duty cycle of the sender are therefore given by equations (5) and (6).

\[
DC_{\text{tx}} = \frac{T_{\text{poll}} + t_{\text{pkt}} + t_{\text{poll}}}{T_{\text{cp}}} \tag{5}
\]

\[
DC_{\text{cca}} = \frac{t_{\text{cca}}}{T_{\text{cp}}} \tag{6}
\]

Note that time required to perform CCA \(t_{\text{cca}}\) and poll the channel \(t_{\text{poll}}\) are different. This is because the former relates only to probing the channel whereas the latter includes time required to turn on the transceiver,
stabilize crystal oscillator, and finally probe the channel.

To minimize energy consumption, an optimal polling period can be calculated by minimizing DC with respect to the channel polling period (7).

$$\delta DC_{LPL} = \frac{-t_{poll}}{T_{poll}^2} + \frac{1}{T_{cp}} + \frac{1}{2T_{cp}} = 0 \quad (7)$$

$$T'_{poll} = \sqrt{\frac{2}{3} t_{poll} T_{cp}} \quad (8)$$

The optimal polling period $T'_{poll}$ (8) depends mainly on communication period $T_{cp}$. If the communication period is unknown the channel polling period can be set to an arbitrary value. In general, decreasing channel polling period decreases latency, but increases energy consumption.

Due to periodic channel polling LPL does not require synchronization between a sender and a receiver. This is suitable for applications which require low latency e.g., event detection networks, but is a significant and unnecessary overhead in data gathering applications. Therefore, we propose an application driven LPL which only enables the radio when communication is expected (Figure 1). We assume that the communication period is known. Nodes synchronize their clocks during packet transmission and switch off their radios until next expected packet transmission. During that time no synchronization information is exchanged. This, however, requires an efficient way of mitigating clock drift. Clock drift is present due to crystal oscillator frequency skew. The frequency skew is caused by temperature, aging, and manufacturing imprecision.

When regular synchronization is not present a guard time (9) can be introduced to mitigate for clock drift. The guard time takes into consideration crystal stability and time elapsed from last synchronization. Since a node does not know whether its clock is faster or slower in relation to other node’s clock, the guard time has to be added before and after the expected moment of communication. This is done by extending listening period of receiver and extending packet preamble.

$$t_{guard} = 2 \cdot t_{skew} \cdot T_{cp} \quad (9)$$

We propose to use an asymmetric guard time (10) at receiver side and no guard time at senders side. This allows the receiver to use LPL with very short polling period. The duty cycle equations for reception and transmission remain the same as in case of LPL. The difference is in polling duty cycle (11). We assume that on average, only half of the guard time will be required for a sender and a receiver to communicate, therefore the guard time is divided by two.

$$DC_{poll} = \frac{t'_{guard} + t_{poll}}{2 \cdot T_{poll} T_{cp}} = 2 \cdot t_{skew} \cdot t_{poll} T_{poll}$$

(11)

We can also calculate an optimal polling period $T''_{poll}$ for the S-LPL using it active duty cycle:

$$\delta DC_{S-LPL} = \frac{1}{T_{cp}} + \frac{1}{2T_{cp}} - \frac{2 \cdot t_{skew} \cdot t_{poll}}{T_{poll}} = 0$$

$$T''_{poll} = \sqrt{\frac{4}{3} T_{cp} T_{poll}} \cdot t_{skew} \cdot t_{poll} \quad (12)$$

Since the optimal polling period $T''_{poll}$ cannot be smaller the physical time required by a radio to poll the channel, the following inequality must hold:

$$T''_{poll} > t_{poll}$$

$$4 \cdot t_{poll} > t_{poll}$$

Assuming $t_{poll} = 3$ ms and $t_{skew} = 50$ ppm, the communication period must exceed $T_{cp} > 45 s$ which satisfies our initial assumptions on handling low data rates.

5. Network Level Scheduling

S-LPL enables very low duty cycles because it uses information about expected transmission times and does not use radio unnecessarily. However, the low duty cycle of S-LPL comes with a price. The protocol cannot handle unanticipated traffic. In data gathering networks, this type of traffic is only present when nodes join the network or change routes. Therefore, we use a scheme which defines two modes of network operation - maintenance and scheduled. In maintenance mode, nodes use asynchronous LPL. This mode is used to initialize and update the network topology. In scheduled mode, nodes are synchronized and use S-LPL. Bailigh scheduled operation is intermittent with the time between consecutive data downloads determined by collection period. Bailigh schedule uses S-LPL, hence the data collection period corresponds to the communication period $T_{cp}$ of S-LPL. All nodes in the network wake up instantly every $T_{cp}$ seconds. The nodes then calculate a time offset used to handle communication at a given level. After all packets from a node and its children have been send to its parent, the node sets a wake up timer and goes into a sleep state for $T_{cp}$ seconds.
5.1. Maintenance Mode

After booting, a node enters maintenance mode and enables LPL. A data gathering tree is created by disseminating beacons in the network. Only nodes connected to tree are allowed to disseminate beacons, and initially it is only the sink. Each beacon contains information about sender’s hop count (distance from the sink), current tree depth, and time left to the next base period. For dissemination we use an approach based on Trickle [17]. Trickle is a gossiping dissemination protocol, originally developed for code dissemination. We use the Trickle gossiping mechanism to ensure that all nodes in the network learn depth of data gathering tree. This is required to calculate the timing offset in staggered schedule. In general, a node broadcast beacons at a variable rate. The rate is small when a node keeps receiving beacons with the same tree depth as the the one in its records. When a node receives a beacon with tree depth value greater then its own, the rate is set to a high value. Over a time the rate of dissemination will drop to the low value. This mechanisms ensures that any changes in the tree depth are announced in the network quickly, whereas in consistent state (i.e. all nodes sharing the same tree depth value) number of broadcasted beacons stays low.

Upon receiving a beacon, in addition to beacon details, a node stores information about packet timestamps and signal strength. An unconnected node after receiving first beacon waits for a random time before attempting to join the network. This allows to gather information about node’s neighborhood. Details of each discovered neighbor are stored in a neighbor table. After this time the node selects a node with the highest signal strength and the lowest hop count as a parent and sends a join request to the selected node. The node which was selected as a parent might accept or reject the request, depending on the number of available children slots. The number of children slots is fixed and common for all nodes in the network. The node sends a join reply to inform the requesting node about its decision. If the join request is accepted, the node aligns its clock to the selected parent and starts beacon dissemination. If not, the node selects the next node from the neighbor list and repeats the procedure. A node which cannot connect to a parent will stay in the maintenance mode.

Once the setup time is elapsed (nodes disseminate the remaining time in beacons), nodes enter the scheduled mode. The maintenance mode is enabled periodically to refresh the network topology or disseminate commands in the network.

5.2. Scheduled Mode

The operation of Bailigh scheduled mode is illustrated in Figure 2. All nodes in the network wake up at the same time. This moment starts a round. A round is the time required to send a packet from the furthermost leaf node to the sink. Each node calculates its communication offset taking into account the maximal tree depth and its its distance from the sink. A round consists of frames. A frame is the period of time where adjacent levels communicate. In Figure 2 nodes A and B are in the same frame and send their data to parent C. A frame consists of slots. Each child communicating with the same parent has an individual slot. The length of slot is directly related to the guard time calculated by S-LPL. The slot is long enough to allow for clock drift which developed over the previous communication period and send fixed number of data packets. Each packet is acknowledged. In the example, in each slot two data packets can be send. The TDMA schedule created in the maintenance mode is not entirely collision free, because collisions might happen due to hidden nodes. Each packet transmission is preceded by a small contention window. Nodes use CSMA to detect channel activity and avoid collision. In that case a node will backoff for a packet duration and retransmit the packet. All transmission are stopped before end of the slot. Each parent keeps track of slots
Table 1. Transceiver characteristics [18], [19]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>CC1000</th>
<th>CC2420</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{tx}$</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{rx}$</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{sleep}$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>μW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{listen}$</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{poll}$</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{poll}$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{cca}$</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Rate</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>kbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

assigned to its children. In case a slot is not assigned, the node will switch off its radio.

Each node has a queue which stores incoming packets. Due to the limited memory of nodes, these queues are limited in length. Therefore a parent might not be able to accept all packets sent by its children. In this situation more than one round is necessary to transfer the data to the sink. For example, node C in Figure 2 must send three packets: two generated by its children and one its own. Since only two packets can be sent in a slot and additional round is required. This is achieved by including a number of data packets waiting in queue in each transmitted packet. Parent will schedule additional rounds until all children empty their queues. Additional round will be also scheduled, when a child node did not send all packet before slot end. Nodes which do not participate in communication (e.g. node D in Figure 2) enter sleep state.

Any type of scheduling requires time synchronization. In Bailigh a child node synchronizes its clock with its parent’s clock. This is done by adjusting clock using a timestamp from the acknowledgment packet. The timestamps are inserted by S-LPL before sending packet. The maximal difference in time between two consecutive levels is equal to the time drift since the last synchronization. The maximal time difference between the sink and the furthest leaf node is equal to $k \cdot t_{guard}$, where $k$ is the tree depth. A node which loses synchronization (i.e. did not received any acknowledgment) will switch to the maintenance mode and wait for beacons to regain synchronization.

6. Analytical Results

The analytical analysis compares one-hop performance of S-LPL and LPL. The calculations are based on equations given in Section 4. Figure 3 compares the duty cycle of S-LPL and LPL as function of communication period. For each communication period the active duty cycle was calculated using an optimal polling period. On average, S-LPL has a duty cycle two orders in magnitude lower than LPL. It is also insensitive to different values of crystal stability. A change of 5x in crystal stability doubles the duty cycle. Figure 4 compares the energy consumption of S-LPL and LPL. For each communication period energy consumption was calculated using transceiver parameters given in Table 1. As in case of duty cycle S-LPL outperforms LPL by two orders in magnitude.

Table 2. Simulation parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{sim}$</td>
<td>Simulation time</td>
<td>1h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{setup}$</td>
<td>Maintenance phase time</td>
<td>60 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{skew}$</td>
<td>Frequency skew</td>
<td>100 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{poll}$</td>
<td>Fixed polling period</td>
<td>100 ms (LPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10 ms (S-LPL)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. Simulation Results

Multihop performance evaluation of Bailigh was done by simulation in the Castalia [20] framework for OMNeT++ [21]. In the evaluation Bailigh is compared with a non cross-layer scheme i.e. a tree routing with LPL. Nodes were uniformly deployed in a 50×50 field. Results are calculated from 10 independent simulation runs with parameters given in Table 2.

As in case of S-LPL the main metric of protocol efficiency is the duty cycle. Figure 5 shows the average duty cycle for a network of 50 nodes. Bailigh was tested in three configurations: optimal, fixed, and idle. The optimal configuration calculates polling period according to equation 12. In fixed configuration the polling period is fixed to 10ms. Idle configuration does not use S-LPL in guard time. Both fixed and optimal configuration, on average, achieve 8.7x lower duty cycle than LPL for all collection periods. Calculation of optimal polling period over fixed one is beneficial for very long collection periods. Idle configuration performs worse then LPL, hence use of S-LPL during guard times is crucial for achieving very low duty cycle. In terms of lifetime (Figure 6) which is directly related to duty cycle Bailigh shows 4.6x improvement. Depending on collection period, network using Bailigh is able to operate for 5.8 years at 5 minutes collection period up to 6.2 years with 20 minutes collection period.

To assess impact of Bailigh scheduling we measured fairness and delivery rate. We define fairness as the percentage of packet transmissions which were successful on the first approach. Fairness allows us to measure the number of collisions detected and avoided by a node. Figure 7 shows the fairness of both protocols in function of network size. In all simulated cases, fairness of Bailigh is greater than 85%. The highest fairness of LPL is 64% for network of 10 nodes and drops to 35% for network of 50 nodes. Delivery rate (Figure 8) measures the percent of unicast packets successfully delivered i.e., acknowledged by receiver. A packet is lost when three consecutive transmission
tries were not successful. Bailigh has an average delivery rate of 95%, whereas the average delivery rate of LPL is 17%. High fairness and delivery rate are due to scheduling individual transmission slots. Thanks to this collisions are reduced, although some reman due to hidden nodes at different branches of the tree (hidden terminal problem). In LPL, the drop of fairness for higher network density is mainly due to the long preamble which is necessary to wake up a receiver. Since the channel polling of LPL was adjusted for maximal energy efficiency, the long preamble occupies the channel for considerable amounts of time preventing other nodes from accessing the channel. S-LPL uses very short preambles, therefore collisions caused by hidden nodes have less input.

8. Conclusions

Data gathering is one of the driving applications for Wireless Sensor Networks. Developing efficient communication protocols is an important task, as the available energy is a very limited resource and radio communication exploits this resource most. In this work we presented Bailigh, a low power cross-layer data gathering protocol designed for energy efficiency in low data collection rate applications. Bailigh integrates novel a channel access method, Synchronous Low Power Listening, which enables very low duty cycles and efficiently mitigates clock drift. Operating on top of S-LPL we propose an application driven staggered scheduling, which limits collisions and increases delivery rates. To investigate the benefits of our approach we performed a number of simulations and compared Bailigh to a non cross-layer data gathering approach. Results show that Bailigh has an average duty cycle of 0.1% and delivery rate of 95%. Using Bailigh a network of 50 off-the-shelf nodes is able to operate for 5.8 years.
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